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SHORT 
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Param was walking on the road with his friends late night. They finished their
exams and were chilling out. He suddenly saw a polythene bag with eggs and
green chillies in it. While everyone else were avoiding to walk over it, Param
asked them ,"what's wrong?" Everyone around him said, "It is believed not to
cross over such stuff kept on roads as they possess negativity of the person
who kept it on the road and it may attack us if we cross over it." 
Param started laughing hard as he found it funny. One of his friends Adi
asked him, "what's so funny dude?" Param with a change in his tone replied
 "Isn't it too silly and foolish of us,if we are wasting food on
 some superstition like that? and what would someone get if they let other
people suffer, it clearly shows how bad people think.
 To make sure that they feel positive and less burdened should they transfer
it to other person?" Adi has felt that there was a point in Param's
argument.He nodded his head in agreement.
Then Shiv started arguing as he denied with Param saying, "Are you sure?
Because there are some supernatural powers which made us believe this.We
can't see them yet we can't ignore them.Few beliefs are the truths.We must
not be judging before giving it a thought".
 Param responded, "Super natural powers ,come on ,you really don't care ,
do you?Do you know how many people suffer from long starvation 
because of poverty? Why people are mad and blinded by such unnecessary
beliefs? We need to differentiate between beliefs and stupidity". 
Shiv asked, "Oh if it is like that why don't you pass over it?" Param said with
confidence, "You know what I feel like eating an egg omelet. 
Are you guys with me?" Everyone else were in shock as Param took the
polythene bag kept on road and took it home
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SUPERSTITION



As our school bell rang,we would run back to our sweet homes.The
ribbons which were knotted before going to school would fall apart
by the last hour of the school,the shoes would become dirty as we
played in the sand.Those days were so precious!As soon as I went
home I used to take my shoes off and get ready.My house would be
so clean and organized. The whole house would smell so fresh with
the smell of incent sticks and the aroma of my mom's cooking would
reach the end of our colony lane.I would run to check what was
cooking.
             Every evening all the kids in our colony would assemble and we
all would play together till we were called by our moms saying,"It's
Dinner time".Our thoughtless souls would never care what was going
on in the world. It would be a disaster if we wouldn't go home by our
mothers' second call!We used to wave each other a goodbye and go
back home.After a sumptuous supper,We used to have conversation
with family. I used to share all the little things of what has happened
that day .Those bedtime stories which me and my sister never missed
to listen while we were put to sleep.What a wonderful time it was!As
the time passes ,we all get older and responsibilities surround us just
like water surrounds an island.One thing is for sure,We need to
consider every moment as the precious moment and live it.

Childhood memories
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